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When learning to spell, the learner needs to associate the known pronunciation and 
meaning of a word with its unknown spelling. Special attention is directed to learning 
differently-spelled homophones and near-homophones, i.e., pairs of words having the 
same or nearly the same pronunciation, different meanings, and different spellings. The 
learner's task is to associate the meanings with their respective spellings.

A graded list. A teacher's instructional materials in English language arts may include a 
list of differently-spelled homophones (sometimes called simply homophones or 
homonyms). Publishers may vary in their selection of words, and students may use 
materials from different publishers as they progress from grade to grade. This may result 
in gaps in coverage and consequent failure to learn useful homophones. Therefore, I have 
prepared a single graded set that could be used from grade to grade by teachers and 
learners, independent of particular language arts materials.

My source of words is the Harris-Jacobson list (Harris & Jacobson 1973), a graded list 
drawn from a range of reading and content-area textbooks for grades 1 to 6.  I identified 
the homophones within this list. I also located instances of general or common words not 
on the list (i.e., beyond sixth grade) that are homophones of words on the H-J list. I 
avoided uncommon or specialized words that are homophones to H-J words. I do not 
include homophone pairs when neither word is on the H-J list (e.g., toxin tocsin). So the 
teacher and learner still need to be alert to additional homophones that arise in oral and 
written language encounters. I do not include alternate spellings as homophones (e.g., 
draught draft) except where one spelling is associated with one meaning and the alternate 
spelling with another (e.g., grille grill; storey story).

Near-homophones. Sometimes words are misspelled because they are mispronounced 
(e.g., library, February).  I discuss pronunciation errors that can produce spelling 
problems in Kaufman (2006, p. 170). Why not then teach a pair of near-homophones 
with emphasis on the exact pronunciation of each word if that will help to differentiate 
the spelling? This could be done if the pronunciation difference is perceptible to the 
learner (e.g., god guard). But often the pronunciation difference is not perceptible nor 
does the learner produce it when speaking. Furthermore, the spelling difference is often 
not encoded at the point of the pronunciation difference (e.g., dissent descent). So I 
included near-homophones. I used Gentry (1982) and Whitford (1966) for some examples 
of near homophones and their criteria for inclusion (e.g., acts ax). What to count as a near-
homophone was often a judgment call.  I saw examples in other word lists to see what 
other compilers included. I included word pairs that could easily be pronounced alike 
because pronunciation differed on just one distinctive feature (e.g., the voiced-voiceless 
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contrast between the initial phonemes of wail and whale). But I also accepted pairs that 
might be confused in spelling even where pronunciation differences were much more 
obvious (e.g. deepened depend); in these cases the learner should certainly be made aware 
of the differences in pronunciation even if these are not encoded letter by letter in the 
spelling. Also, some pronunciation differences may be idiosyncratic; different speakers 
may pronounce words differently. An exact homophone pair for one speaker may be 
near-homophones for another (e.g., in my speech, they're and there are near-homophones, 
not exact homophones). I did not include as near homophones words whose 
pronunciation would ordinarily be taught and carefully contrasted with words that 
differed in one phoneme (e.g., midst mist; breadth breath; width with).

Organization of the word lists. I present the set of homophones in three lists. List A 
(Table 1) consists of words without inflectional endings; it consists primarily of base 
words and some irregular forms (e.g., of past tense – rode). List B (Table 2) consists of 
homophones that result from adding the inflectional s to one of the words (to form noun 
plural or third-person verb). List C (Table 3) consists of homophones that result from 
adding the inflectional ed to one of the words (to form the regular past tense). 

Each list is divided by grade level. The first word of any group (two or more words that 
are homophones of one another) is at the designated grade level. The other words in that 
group are at the same or at a lower grade level on the H-J list. For example, on List A level 
4 is the group they're there their. The word they're is a fourth-grade word on the H-J list. 
The words there and their are first-grade words. And those two words are also listed at 
level 1. The last level on each list consists of word groups in which the first word is not 
on the H-J list (therefore, I consider its level to be above grade 6); the homophonic word 
or words in that group are H-J words.

Using the lists. The teacher of any grade could check the children's knowledge of the 
spelling of the homophones below that grade level and teach those homophones the 
children do not know. Then the teacher could provide instruction in those words at the 
level corresponding to the children's grade placement in school. 

When teaching homophones, the spelling of a word may be taught without reference to its 
homophone. Typically this occurs when one word is introduced. When its homophone 
occurs, the two words are contrasted in meaning and in spelling. For example, blue 
appears in first-grade books, and the child learns to spell it then. The word blew occurs in 
second-grade books. For this reason, the pair of homophones is listed at level 2 with the 
word blew coming first. The child learns to spell the word blew and to contrast the 
meaning and spelling of both words. When teaching the spelling of inflected forms, the 
teacher would show how the base word is changed when the inflection is added. Only 
then is the inflected form contrasted with its homophone. For example, ban + ed makes 
banned; and the homophone of banned is band.
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(Revised January 29, 2009)

Table 1   Homophones List A

First word in each group (of two or more words) is at the designated H-J grade level.

Level 1
be bee; four for; hear here; its it’s; know no; our* are; read red; than* then; there their; 
two too to

Level 2
ate eight; blew blue; buy by; dear deer; eye I; hi high; knew new; rode rowed road;
sea see; son sun; threw through; wear where; we'll wheel; wood would; write right

Level 3
ad add; bare bear; beat beet; cent sent; farther father; flour flower; forth fourth; 
groan grown; herd heard; hour our; inn in; maid made; marry merry; meat meet; pale pail; 
pedal peddle; rein rain; sail sale; sew sow so; shore sure; stair stare; tale tail; war wore; 
warn worn; weak week; weigh way; weight wait; whole hole; whose who's; won one; 
you're your 

Level 4
accept except; ant aunt; aye eye I; brake break; creak creek; dessert desert**; fort fought; 
god guard; halve have; haul hall; heal heel he’ll; hey hay; hoarse horse; hoe ho; hue you; 
knot not; law lower; male mail; mane main; mourning morning; oar or; oasis oases; owe oh; 
pain pane; peace piece; peak peek; pear pare pair; plane plain; raw roar; reed read; 
route root; scene seen; scent cent sent; sealing ceiling; shown shone; soar sore; steel steal; 
they're there their; tow toe; vein vane; wail whale; waist waste; watt what; 
weather whether; weave we've; we’d weed; whine wine

Level 5
addition edition; affect effect; aisle I'll; boll bowl; bough bow; boulder bolder; bred bread;
burro burrow; capital capitol; chord cord; chute shoot; core corps; dew due do; doe dough; 
dye die; fare fair; ferry fairy; fir fur; flaw floor; flee flea; floe flow; flue flew; fore four for;  
formally formerly; foul fowl; hail hale; hire higher; knead need; knight night; lessen lesson; 
loan lone; lore law lower; moor more; mown moan; pore pour poor; prey pray; 
principal principle; rap wrap; rime rhyme; role roll; seam seem; seller cellar; serial cereal; 
sole soul; sum some; teem team; wee we; whoop hoop; witch which; wring ring 

Level 6
awl all; bade bad; bail bale; barren baron; bass base; bawl ball; beech beach; bin been; 
butt but; caste cast; cedar seeder; cell sell; cheap cheep; coarse course; colonel kernel; 
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crevasse crevice; feat feet; gait gate; gauge gage; grate great; hare hair; heed he’d; heir air; 
holy holey; hurdle hurtle; hymn him; idle idol; isle aisle I'll; lightening lightning; 
maize maze; manor manner; meddle medal; minor miner; mite might; nay neigh;  nun none; 
ore oar or; peal peel; pier peer; plumb plum; poll pole; prophet profit; raiser razor; 
reel real; reign rein rain; rung wrung; sac sack; serf surf; sheer shear; site sight; steak stake; 
taut taught; throne thrown; vain vein vane; vary very; ware wear where; wry rye; 
yoke yolk 

Above Level 6 
access excess; aide aid; ail ale; altar alter; apposition opposition; ark arc; assent ascent; 
aught ought; aural oral; aweigh away; balm bomb; bate bait; beau bow; belle bell; 
berry bury; berth birth; bettor better; bier beer; bizarre bazaar; bloc block; blonde blond; 
boar bore; boarder border; bob barb; borne born; borough burro burrow;  breach breech; 
bridal bridle; buoy boy; buss bus; bye buy by; byte bight bite; cache cash; canon cannon; 
cantor canter; canvass canvas; caret carrot; carrel carol; cede seed; cession session; 
choral coral; chorale corral; cite site sight; clime climb; clique click; cole coal; 
complement compliment; counsel council; currant current; cymbal symbol; damn dam; 
descendent descendant; dissent descent; dying dyeing; ewe yew you; exorcise exercise; 
faun fawn; faze phase; feint faint; fete fate; fissure fisher; flair flare; flu flue flew; 
foreword forward; frieze freeze; gambol gamble; graham gram; grille grill; grisly grizzly;
grosser grocer; guerilla gorilla;  hew hue ; hostel hostile; jamb jam; jean gene; kiln kill;
kraft craft; lain lane; lead led; libel liable; lien lean; liken lichen; littoral literal; lode load;
lye lie; manor manner; mantel mantle; mete meat meet; mettle metal; missal missile; 
morn mourn; mote moat; mown moan; navel naval; nit knit; offal awful; parish perish; 
pensile pencil; personnel personal; pi pie; pidgin pigeon; pique peak peek; pistil pistol; 
plait plate; prophesy prophecy; purl pearl; queue cue; raze raise; roe row; roomer rumor; 
rote wrote; rout route***; serial cereal; shoo shoe; sine sign; sleigh slay; sleight slight; 
slue slew; stationery stationary; steppe step; stile style; storey**** story; strait straight; 
suite sweet; summery summary; tee tea; therefor therefore; throe throw; thyme time; 
tic tick; tier tear; timbre timber; troupe troop; urn earn; villein villain; waive wave; 
waiver waver; weal we'll wheel; whet wet; whey weigh way; whit wit; whither wither; 
whoa woe; wholly holy holey; wile while; won one; wrest rest; wright rite write right; 
yore you're your; yule you'll
________
*our; than: When used in a sentence,unstressed our is pronounced like are; unstressed 
than is pronounced like then.
**desert: the verb, to desert, meaning to abandon; the noun, meaning that which is 
deserved, as in just deserts.
***route: Dictionaries list two alternative pronunciations of route. For some speakers, 
route is a homophone of rout.
****storey: Chiefly a British variant of story, meaning level of a building, storey is a 
homophone of story, meaning a narration.
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Table 2   Homophones List B: 
Homophone produced by inflectional s ending – forming plural or verb ending.

First word in each group (of two or more words) is at the designated H-J grade level. 

Level 1 
lets let’s

Level 2
nose knows; seas sees

Level 3
chews choose; once wants; prince prints; rose rows; seize seas sees; sense cents;
sighs size; tease teas
 
Level 4
ax acts;  chants chance; freeze frees; graze grays; halves haves; here’s hears; hoes hose; 
patience patients; pause paws; scents sense cents; wax whacks

Level 5
attendants attendance; caws cause; clothes close; daze days; dense dents; does* doze; 
false faults; haze hays; pleas please; prays preys praise; pries prize; quartz quarts; 
rays raise; tax tacks; tense tents 

Level 6
brews bruise; coax cokes; cruise crews; innocence innocents; instance instants;
intense intents; lens lends; mince mints; phrase frays; presence presents

Above Level 6
adz ads adds; assistance assistants; braise braze brays; browse brows; caries carries; 
clause claws; consonance consonants; continence continents; 
correspondents correspondence; entrants entrance; ewes yews use; fax facts; flex flecks; 
frieze freeze frees; guise guys; incidence incidents; lapse laps; lax lacks; laze lays; 
lox locks; lynx links; mews muse; minx minks; Mrs. misses; nix nicks; oversees overseas; 
pax packs; penance pennants; pyx picks; raze rays raise; residence residents; sax sacks; 
sox socks; tux tucks; versus verses 
__________
* plural of the noun doe
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Table 3   Homophones List C:
Homophone produced by past tense (ed) ending.

First word of each homophone group (of two or more words) is at the designated H-J 
grade level.

Level 2
fined find; holed hold; I’d eyed; mined mind; passed past; rowed rode road
 
Level 3
sighed side; toed toad; wild whiled

Level 4
aloud allowed; bald balled; bold bowled; bored board; guest guessed; massed mast; 
mist missed; sword soared; tide tied; towed toed toad; wade weighed; ward warred; 
whined wind

Level 5
brayed braid; cored chord cord; deepened depend; discussed disgust; grade grayed; 
mooed mood; pried pride; raid rayed; soled sold; tolled told; tract tracked; 
wined whined wind 

Level 6
banned band; bawled bald balled; billed build; brewed brood; cowered coward; 
mode mowed; paste paced; weld welled

Above Level 6
bard barred; baste based; bode bowed; chaste chased; duct ducked; gild guild gilled; 
graft graphed; lade laid; leased least; lode lowed load; mussed must; mustered mustard; 
ode owed;  pact packed; payed* paid; rapt rapped wrapped;  rued rude; spayed spade; 
staid stayed; suede swayed; tact tacked; trussed trust; wield wheeled
__________
* past tense of pay as in to pay out a rope; also of pay meaning to coat with a 
waterproofing substance.
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